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MeV gamma-ray science
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FIG. 4 511 keV line map derived from 5 years of INTE-
GRAL/SPI data (from Weidenspointner et al., 2008a).

based on approximately one year of SPI data (Fig. 3).
The two maps are compatible with each other (within
their uncertainties), suggesting that the positronium
fraction does not vary over the sky. The images illustrate
the remarkable predominance of the spheroidal compo-
nent. In contrast to OSSE data, which suggested a rela-
tively strong disk component, the Galactic disk seemed to
be completely absent in the first year SPI images. Model
fitting indicated only a marginal signal from the Galac-
tic disk, corresponding to a bulge-to-disk flux ratio > 1
(Knödlseder et al., 2005). This strong predominance of
the Galactic bulge, unseen in any other wavelength, stim-
ulated ”unconventional” models involving dark matter
(Sec. IV.C). However, Prantzos (2006) pointed out that
the data could not exclude the presence of disk emission
of a larger latitudinal extent (resulting from positrons
propagating far away from their sources), which could be
rather luminous and still undetectable by SPI, because
of its low surface brightness.
After accumulating 5 years of INTEGRAL/SPI data

the 511 keV line emission all-sky image revealed also
fainter emission extending along the Galactic plane
(Fig. 4). With a much improved exposure with respect
to the first year (in particular along the Galactic plane),
511 keV emission from the Galactic disk is now clearly
detected (Weidenspointner et al., 2008a). However, the
detailed quantitative characterization of components of
511 keV emission requires parameterizing these in the
form of (necessarily idealized) spatial emission models
fitted to the data. No unique description emerges at
present, since both the spheroid and the disk may have
faint extensions contributing substantially to their total
γ-ray emissivities. It turns out that the bulge emission
is best described by combining a narrow and a broad
Gaussian, with widths (FWHM, projected onto the sky)
of 3o and 11o, respectively. Another, more extended com-
ponent is needed to fit the data, a rather thick disk of
vertical extent 7o (FWHM projected on the sky). The
model implies a total e+ annihilation rate of 2 1043 e+

s−1 and a spheroid/disk ratio of 1.4 (Table I). It should
be noted, however, that alternative models, involving ex-
tended components of low surface brightness (thus far
undetected by SPI) are also possible. One such alterna-

TABLE I Two model fits of the Galactic 511 keV emission
(from Weidenspointner et al., 2008b): fluxes, photon emissiv-
ities and e+ annihilation rates (computed for a positronium
fraction of fps=0.967, see Sec. II.B.4). Notice that ”thin”
and ”thick” disks have not the same meaning as in Sec. III.

F511 L511 Ṅe+

(10−4 cm−2 s−1) (1042 s−1) (1042 s−1 )

Bulge + thick disk

Narrow bulge 2.7+0.9
−0.4 2.3+0.8

−0.7 4.1+1.5
−1.2

Broad bulge 4.8+0.7
−0.4 4.1+0.6

−0.4 7.4+1.0
−0.8

Thick disk 9.4+1.8
−1.4 4.5+0.8

−0.7 8.1+1.5
−1.4

Total 17.1 10.9 19.6
Bulge/Disk 0.8 1.4 1.4

Halo + thin disk

Halo 21.4+1.1
−1.2 17.4+0.9

−1.1 31.3+2.2
−2.6

Disk 7.3+2.6
−1.9 2.9+0.6

−0.6 5.2+1.1
−1.1

Total 28.7 20.3 36.5
Halo/Disk 2.9 6 6

tive (Weidenspointner et al., 2008b) involves a centrally
condensed but very extended halo and a thinner disk
(projected vertical extent of 4o), with a spheroid/disk
ratio of 6 (Table I).
With more SPI data, it was possible to proceed to

more detailed constraints on the morphology of the disk
emission. The flux in the disk component remains con-
centrated to longitudes |l| < 50◦; no significant 511 keV
line emission has been detected from beyond this interval
so far. The accumulated SPI data yield a flux from nega-
tive longitudes of the Galactic disk that is twice as large
as the flux from an equivalent region at positive longi-
tudes. The significance of this asymmetry is still rather
low, about ∼ 4σ. Indications for such an asymmetry
were already noticed in the OSSE data (M. Leising, pri-
vate communication). It should be noted, however, that
a different analysis of the same SPI data finds no evi-
dence for a disk asymmetry (Bouchet et al., 2008, 2010),
although it cannot exclude it, either. Clearly, clarifying
the asymmetric or symmetric nature of the disk profile
should be a major aim of the 511 keV studies in the years
to come4.

4. Spectroscopy with INTEGRAL/SPI

Before INTEGRAL, the spectral shape of the positron
annihilation emission was only poorly constrained by ob-
servations. All high-resolution observations suggested a
modest line broadening of FWHM∼ 2 keV (Harris et al.,
1998; Leventhal et al., 1993; Mahoney et al., 1994;
Smith et al., 1993). The excellent spectral resolution of

4 INTEGRAL will continue operations until 2012, at least.
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All-sky maps in multiwavelength 
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MeV gamma-ray all sky 
• Observed by COMPTEL (Strong et al. 1999)

• 32 steady sources and 31 GRBs

• Unexplored since then

(NASA/GSFC)
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Sensitivity of X-ray and gamma-ray telescopes
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Swift/BAT
Fermi/LAT

• The gap (MeV gamma-ray sky) was covered by COMPTEL >20 years ago

• Hard X-ray and GeV gamma-ray windows are well studied (e.g., Swift and Fermi)

MeV gap

Takahashi+ 2013
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COMPTEL excess
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Also confirmed by

• INTEGRAL/SPI (Bouchet+ 2011; Siegert+ 2022)

• SMILE-2/ETCC (Takada+ 2022)

SPI

FermiExcess

↓

1–30 MeV diffuse emission from the inner Galactic 
region (|l| < 60° and |b| < 10°)

• CGRO/COMPTEL (Strong+ 1994; 1996; 2004)


Cannot be reproduced by standard GDE

→”COMPTEL excess”

This work (Tsuji+ submitted)

Investigation of COMPTEL excess by a combination of:

1. Galactic diffuse emission

2. MeV gamma-ray sources

(3.  Cosmic Gamma-ray background; CGB)
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1. Galactic diffuse emission: CR spectra
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CR electron 

Voyager

CR proton 

AMS-02

Voyager

AMS-02

Model Reference CR electron CR proton Fermi γ ray

1 Ackermann+ 2012 Not consistent w/ Voyager OK OK

2 Orlando 2018 (DRE) OK OK OK

3 Orlando 2018 (DRELowV) OK OK OK

• CR propagation and gamma-ray radiation by GALPROP

• Three baseline models below
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1. Galactic diffuse emission 
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Gamma-ray spectra (|b|<10° & |l|<60°)

Model uncertainty in MeV gamma ray 

→~a factor of 2–3, arising from CR electron in 100–1000 MeV

Fermi

COMPTEL

INTEGRAL
/SPI

Bremsstrahlung
π0

IC
Model 1–3
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Swift-BAT and Fermi-LAT catalog cross-match
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- Matched sources (i.e., hard X-ray and gamma-ray emitters) 

- →“(0th) MeV source catalog”

Catalog cross-match (Tsuji+ 2021)

1. Swift-BAT 105 month catalog (1632 sources)

2. Fermi-LAT 10-yr catalog (5788 sources)


→187 cross-matched sources in total 

- 156 point-like and 31 extended sources

- 145 firmly matched
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2. Sources: SED joint fit
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Fitting SED of cross-matched sources

Model

- Log parabola (as default)

- Two-component (Swift-BAT + Fermi-LAT models)

FSRQ

(log-parabola model)

SNR

(two-comp. model)
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2. Sources
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(1) Point sources

• 23 sources in the inner Galactic region (|l|<60° and |b| <10°)

• 5 Blazars, 1 Galactic center, 1 Seyfert, 1 SNR-PSR, 4 X-ray binaries, 3 PSRs, 1 

Globular cluster, 3 False match, 4 Unk


(2) Extended sources

• 17 sources in the inner Galactic region (|l|<60° and |b| <10°)

• 8 PWNe, 2 SNRs, 5 Spp, 2 Unk

Tsuji+ 2021

Point

Total source 
　↓

Extended

CGB

Fermi　

(|l|<80 and |b|<8)

COMPTEL

(MeV)

M
eV

/(c
m

2 
s 

sr
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COMPTEL excess
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• COMPTEL excess = Galactic diffuse (GDE) +  
Source (+CGB)


• GDE is the most uncertain → constrained by 
future missions

GDE= Model 2

GDE= Model 3

GDE = Model 1

GDE (Gal. diffuse)
CGB

GDE+Src.

Source

GDE+CGB
GDE+Src.+CGB



Prospects for future missions

                  &

MeV Gamma-ray all sky
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✓ Flux in 1–10 MeV > 10-10 erg/cm2/s

→30 sources 
(→Consistent with COMPTEL) 

✓ Flux in 1–10 MeV > 10-11 erg/cm2/s

→125 sources

Color points with F1–10 MeV > 10-11 erg/cm2/s

Gray points with F1–10 MeV < 10-11 erg/cm2/s

MeV source map
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MeV gamma-ray all-sky map
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All-sky map 
in 1–10 MeV 
(preliminary)

Cross-matched (only point) 
sources (Tsuji+ 2021)

Sources Unresolved extragalactic 
(isotropic) emission

Galactic diffuse 
emission

Ackermann12 model COMPTEL model 
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MeV gamma-ray all-sky map
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All-sky map 
in 1–10 MeV 
(preliminary)

Cross-matched (only point) 
sources (Tsuji+ 2021)

Sources Unresolved extragalactic 
(isotropic) emission

Galactic diffuse 
emission

Ackermann12 model COMPTEL model 

Data release (very preliminary →link)  

Source catalog + all-sky map (to be updated)

https://tsuji703.github.io/MeV-All-Sky/
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MeV gamma-ray missions
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COMPTEL
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 2024
Beam test, Japan

    Late-2020s
     Balloon flight

2030+

Satellite

Today (2022)

APT  2022  2023
                    Beam test     Piggy-back balloon test

 2022  2023
                       Beam test        Prototype balloon flight

1991-2000

 2016
                         Wanaka, New Zealand 

                 2014
McMurdo, Antarctica

        2018
Alice Springs, Australia 

    2006
Sanriku, Japan

 Mid-2020s
Balloon Flight

 2022
Beam test

 2005             2009
New Mexico, USA

2026 -

Satellite

Late-2020s

Satellite

2030+

Satellite

2030+

Satellite

2030+

Satellite

2030+

Satellite

2010 203020202000

MeV Gamma-ray missions
7

Past, near-term, and long-term future plans
(Snowmass2022 WP5)

©Tsuguo Aramaki
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Summary
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•The origin of the inner Galactic diffuse emission (COMPTEL 
excess) is not known. 

•We investigated COMPTEL excess by combining: 
1. Galactic diffuse emission


By GALPROP and models in Ackermann+ 12; Orlando 18 
2. MeV gamma-ray sources


Cross-match between Swift-BAT and Fermi-LAT catalogs 
(Tsuji+ 2021) 

3. Cosmic gamma-ray background

•Several future plans for MeV gamma rays 
•Data release (link)  

MeV gamma-ray source catalog + all-sky map

https://tsuji703.github.io/MeV-All-Sky/

